We present a unique and transparent approach for incorporating social influence effects into global integrated assessment models used to analyse climate change mitigation. We draw conceptually on Rogers (2003) diffusion of innovations, introducing heterogeneous and interconnected consumers who vary in their aversion to new technologies. Focussing on vehicle choice, we conduct novel empirical research to parameterise consumer risk aversion and how this is shaped by social and cultural influences. We find robust evidence for social influence effects, and variation between countries as a function of cultural differences. We then formulate an approach to modelling social influence which is implementable in both simulation and optimisation-type models. We use two global integrated assessment models (IMAGE and MESSAGE) to analyse four scenarios that introduce social influence and cultural differences between regions. These scenarios allow us to explore the interactions between consumer preferences and social influence. We find that incorporating social influence effects into global models accelerates the early deployment of electric vehicles and stimulates more widespread deployment across adopter groups. Incorporating cultural variation leads to significant differences in deployment between culturally divergent regions such as the USA and China. Our analysis significantly extends the ability of global integrated assessment models to provide policy-relevant analysis grounded in real world processes.
Introduction
Global integrated assessment models (IAMs) are widely used to evaluate the costs, potentials and consequences of different greenhouse gas emission trajectories. Representing the global energy and land use systems linked to the broader economy, they provide valuable insights into the medium and long term effects of socio-economic development, technological change and climate policy (Krey, 2014) . Although modelling on this scale is inevitably stylised, global IAMs provide insights into the consequences of policy choices (Clarke et al., 2014) . These insights are generated by exploring robust features of uncertain futures based on scenario assumptions.
Vehicle purchase is a technology adoption decision that will strongly influence future energy and emission outcomes (Girod et al., 2013) . The transportation sector is responsible for around 23% of energy-related CO 2 emissions. Despite innovations in low-carbon fuel technologies and policies to stimulate alternative fuel vehicle (AFV) adoption, transport emissions worldwide continue to grow faster than any other end-use sector. Around 80% of this increase is attributable to road vehicles (Sims et al., 2014) . Vehicles are relatively short-lived capital assets and therefore vehicle fleet turnover opens up opportunity to adopt new types of technologies. However IAM projections suggest there are immense decarbonisation challenges within road transport with slow transition from conventional vehicles (CVs) to electric, biofuel, or hydrogen-powered AFVs. Strong climate policy as well as sectoral transport policies are needed to drive the transition from conventional to alternative fuel vehicles .
IAMs represent vehicle choice and transitions between fuels and vehicle technologies. With their necessary levels of aggregation, due to their global scope and long time frames, IAMs have a simplified representation of consumer choice. Consumers behave as individual rational agents making discrete choices between alternative vehicle technologies based on their preferences for cost and efficiency attributes within income constraints (McCollum et al., 2016; Mercure et al., 2016) . As vehicles are expensive capital goods, income availability is a major source of heterogeneity between consumers and rises in income are strongly correlated with consumer's willingness to pay for more powerful vehicles (Mercure and Lam, 2015) . In reality, consumer choices are based on a range of other non-financial and non-energy related criteria. There are many types of non-financial consumer preferences, including current use patterns (people buy what they know), aesthetics (e.g., style, comfort, convenience) and performance (e.g., speed, reliability, safety) (Avineri, 2012; Mattauch et al., 2015) .Modelled consumer choices reflect a response to changing technology and resource costs rather than other more complex and non-financial decision processes (Arneth et al., 2014; Mattauch et al., 2015) . This limits the models' usefulness to policy makers if they cannot realistically simulate the effect on behaviour of different policy instruments (Rivers and Jaccard, 2005) .
We focus on a particularly important aspect of consumer choice: social influence. Social influence is the process by which consumer attitudes and behaviours towards an innovation are shaped by interactions with others. Consumers demonstrate new technology and are particularly influential if they are perceived by others to have expert knowledge or experience (Friedkin and Johnsen, 1990; Lavine and Latané, 1996) .
Empirical research shows that vehicle purchases are strongly socially and culturally determined. Vehicle purchases do not only satisfy financial criteria but also contribute towards self-identity, convey status to others, and enable group membership (Axsen et al., 2013; Schuitema et al., 2013) . People rely on the opinion and behaviour of others around them to communicate not only the acceptability of owning particular vehicles but also to signal reliability and quality which is particularly relevant for vehicles with new fuel or body types (Adjemian et al., 2010; Gaker et al., 2010; Heutel and Muehlegger, 2010; Wiedmann et al., 2011) . People especially rely on the opinion and behaviour of those within close social networks including friends, family, neighbours, and work colleagues (Adjemian et al., 2010; Aini et al., 2013; Axsen et al., 2013; Grinblatt et al., 2008; McShane et al., 2012) . These social influences apply equally to purchases of conventional vehicles (CVs) and alternative fuel vehicles (AFVs) (Pettifor et al., 2017) Consumer choice is also shaped by broader social beliefs and value systems that prevail within a given culture. This creates distinctions between countries and regions in terms of consumer behaviour and preferences for products (Bauernschuster and Falck, 2015; Caragliu and Nijkamp, 2016; de Mooij and Hofstede, 2002; Dwyer et al., 2005) . Dwyer et al. (2005) show countries vary in terms of people's receptiveness to influences from social trends in consumption ("keeping up with the Jones"). Differences in social influence between countries are confirmed in a meta-analysis of studies examining social influence on vehicle purchases (Pettifor et al., 2017) Global IAMs used to analyse policy effectiveness need to capture the social and cultural influences that shape behaviour (Mercure et al., 2016) . The effectiveness of policies to reduce emissions from private vehicles depends on incentivising consumer choices towards alternative fuel vehicles (AFVs). These consumer choices are not only discrete cost-optimising decisions but also socially and culturally determined.
The aim of this paper is to use a clear conceptualisation of social influence backed by strong empirical evidence to improve the behavioural realism of global IAMs used in climate policy analysis. Our aim is not to improve policy simulation but to fill a major gap in the literature between contextualised empirical studies and stylised global modelling tools. We focus on introducing social influences on consumer preferences for new vehicles: both CVs and AFVs. We develop and implement a novel model formulation for social influence which uses empirical data from primary studies and introduces cultural variation between model regions. We implement this formulation in two global IAMs with different designs. We then run scenarios to test the effect of adding social influences. Our approach works within the constraints of cost-optimisation modelling in which consumers have perfect information about available alternatives (Trutnevyte, 2016) . However we introduce 'intangible' costs to reflect consumers' non-financial preferences including towards risk and uncertainty. The result is a closer approximation between consumer choice and the models' necessarily stylised representations of decision making. Our efforts build on other research whose aim is to improve cost-optimising models' ability to represent real-world processes (Ekholm et al., 2010; Keppo and Strubegger, 2010; McCollum et al., 2016) . Rogers (2003) Consumer choices of most relevance to IAMs relate to technology adoption and subsequent use. The dominant theoretical framework used in the analysis of technology adoption is Rogers' diffusion of innovations (Rogers, 2003) . This describes the process by which innovations diffuse as information on their attributes, costs and benefits is communicated among members of a social system and so reduces uncertainty and perceived risks of adoption. Roger's diffusion of innovations theory is built on empirical evidence from many studies of adoption in the USA between 1948 and 1973 all which show the classic bell shaped diffusion curve. A more recent review of diffusion of innovation theory and its modelling approaches confirms its continued relevance and importance (Meade and Islam, 2006) . Characteristic within Rogers' frequency distribution is the use of point estimates (the mean and standard deviation) to divide the distribution of adoption propensities into 'ideal types' referred to as adopter groups (Figure 1 ). Innovations appeal initially to innovators (IN) who seek novel performance attributes and have a high risk tolerance. Based on a synthesis of empirical research, Rogers (2003) generalises the IN group to consist of the first 2.5% of potential adopters. Assuming adoption propensities are normally distributed, this IN group occupies the area two or more standard deviations (sd) below the mean (Figure 1 ). Diffusion has two key elements relevant here:
(1) social influence; (2) heterogeneous adoption propensities.
There are many types of social influence. Examples include descriptive and injunctive norms (Cialdini et al., 1991) , imitation effects (also herding behaviour and bandwagon effects) (Bass, 1969) localised neighbourhood effects, and status seeking (Griskevicius et al., 2010) . In a synthesis of 72 empirical studies specifically examining social influence effects on vehicle choice, (Pettifor et al., 2017) identify three main types of social influence: interpersonal communication, neighbourhood effect, and social norms (see Supplementary Information A).
All these types of social influence occur because of variation in the adoption propensity and risk aversion within a population of potential adopters. Characteristic within Rogers' frequency distribution is the use of point estimates (the mean and standard deviation) to divide the distribution of adoption propensities into 'ideal types' referred to as adopter groups (Figure 1 ). Innovations appeal initially to innovators (IN) who seek novel performance attributes and have a high risk tolerance. Based on a synthesis of empirical research, Rogers (2003) generalises the IN group to consist of the first 2.5% of potential adopters. Assuming adoption propensities are normally distributed, this IN group occupies the area two or more standard deviations (sd) below the mean (Figure 1 ). Early adopters (EA) are more risk averse than the IN group, but play an important role in diffusion processes as 'opinion leaders' to whom others look for information and experience. The early majority (EM) are the remaining adopter group with adoption propensities higher than the mean. The EA and EM groups occupy 13.5% and 34% of the population of potential adopters respectively. The final two groups of late majority (LM) and laggards (LG) have adoption propensities lower than the mean, representing respectively 34% and 16% of the adopter population. The LG group is particularly averse to risk and uncertainty, resistant to the influence of change agents (who try to guide their opinions), and so wait to adopt until an innovation is tried, tested, widely diffused, and so normalised (Figure 1 ).
Modelling vehicle choices with non-financial preferences
Discrete choice experiments are commonly used to measure propensity to purchase a particular vehicle type (Ahn et al., 2008; Axsen et al., 2009; Batley et al., 2004; Bunch et al., 1993) . This method frames individuals as rational actors making deliberative choices between a given set of alternatives by weighing up the relative importance of both financial and non-financial attributes. Discrete choice experiments are particularly useful for testing responses to new technologies or new concepts with which people are otherwise unfamiliar or uncertain about, and for which market data does not yet exist. Derived within a random utility framework, decision makers are assumed to utility maximize, that is, they choose the product that provides them with the highest utility. In choice models for AFVs, for example, common attributes against which utility is measured are price, operating cost, CO 2 emissions, engine power, range and refuelling availability (Achtnicht et al., 2012; Hackbarth and Madlener, 2013; Lebeau et al., 2012; Ziegler, 2012) . The relative importance of non-financial preferences can be monetised in willingness to pay ratios (WTP) which provide further insight into the trade-offs people are willing to make at given price and attribute levels. As an example, one study found a consumer would be willing to pay on average up to US$7,500 extra for an electric vehicle that could travel 100 miles further on a single charge (Dimitropoulos et al., 2013) .
Vehicle choice and transport sector models have incorporated both financial and non-financial preferences in their representation of consumer choice (Brand et al., 2012; McCollum et al., 2016) . One example is the MA3T vehicle choice model which has been developed for the USA by researchers at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Lin et al., 2013; Lin and Greene, 2009 ). MA3T uses a nested multinomial logit discrete choice formulation and incorporates non-financial or 'intangible costs' for perceived risk, range anxiety, model availability, refuelling infrastructure, acceleration, and towing capability. Social influence effects can also be represented by a decline in perceived risk among majority consumers as a vehicle type becomes more mainstream.
Cultural variation in consumer choice
Empirical research shows there are significant cultural differences between countries which moderate technology purchase behaviour. By culture we refer to differences between prevailing belief and value systems (Hofstede, 2001) . Hofstede (2001) cultural dimensions are a widely-used and standardised measure of culture, and have explained cultural differences in the purchasing behaviour of TVs, DVD players, cameras, washing machines, block buster movies and vehicles (de Mooij and Hofstede, 2002; Dwyer et al., 2005; Griffith et al., 2014; van Everdingen et al., 2009 Social influences on vehicle choice are also culturally mediated (Pettifor et al., 2017) . They are stronger in more 'normative' countries such as USA where people are particularly receptive to social trends in consumption, have a greater focus on status obligations and material acquisition. In contrast social influences are weaker in more 'pragmatic' countries such as China where there is greater emphasis on longer term gain and willingness to adapt to changing social conditions (Dwyer et al., 2005; Minkov and Hofstede, 2012) . Global surveys such as the World Values Survey provide quantified measures of cultural difference which inform comparative scales such as Hofstede's cultural dimensions (Hofstede, 2001 ). Scales range from 0 to 100 and measure culture through specific dimensions (see Supplementary Information C).
Challenges for global IAMs in modelling vehicle choice
Global IAMs tend to make three important simplifications in representing vehicle choice. First, they do not explicitly represent adopter heterogeneity (Mercure et al., 2016) but select technologies which have lowest lifecycle costs, avoiding 'winner takes all' behaviour by either constraining the rate at which new technologies can diffuse (optimisation models) or by ensuring market heterogeneity through the use of a logit-type function to assign market shares (recursive dynamic models). In both cases, there is a single decision function which results in a heterogeneous market outcome. This means social influence processes that drive diffusion are difficult to model, as these rely on varying adoption propensities among a population of adopters. Second, global IAMs assume the preferred alternative minimises levelised costs, accounting for both upfront costs and discounted future fuel and operating costs over the lifetime of the vehicle . This means the influence of non-financial preferences on vehicle choices cannot be modelled. Third, global IAMs assume stylised differences between countries, using differences in income or development levels to derive regionally-specific model parameterisations (Riahi et al., 2012) . This means that cultural influences on vehicle choices cannot be modelled.
By omitting important real-world phenomena including adopter heterogeneity, social influence, nonfinancial preferences, and cultural variation, global IAMs are limited both in their behavioural realism and in their ability to inform policy . These limitations define a current frontier in global modelling analysis of climate change mitigation.
Modelling Social Influence in Global IAMs

Model Formulation
We develop a novel model formulation for incorporating social influences into global IAMs. We draw conceptually on Rogers (2003) to identify risk averse consumers (EM, LM, LG) who become more receptive to new technology as they observe the behaviour of early adopters (EA, incorporating IN). The underlying premise of our model formulation is that individual propensity to adopt a novel vehicle type is significantly affected by social influence. Specifically, the adoption experience generated by risk-tolerant early adopters reduces the risks perceived by more risk-averse later adopters. Our model formulation therefore improves the behavioural realism of global IAMs by introducing heterogeneous adopter groups, risk premiums as monetised attraction or aversion to AFVs, and social influence effects creating interdependence between early and later adopters.
1. Adopter groups. Consumer heterogeneity is introduced through four adopter groups. These groups are distinguished from each other by risk aversion and market share. The early adopters (EA) represent 16% of the total market, early majority (EM) 34%, late majority (LM) 34% and laggards (LG) 16%. (We combine the innovators and early adopters into a single group). We use all available willingness to pay ratios for AFVs in the literature, and assume they are normally distributed to calculate mean risk premium ( ̅ ) and standard deviation risk premium ( ̅ ). These are then used to calculate initial risk premium values for EA, EM, LM, and LG using Rogers (2003) adoption propensity curve (Figure 1 ). 3. Social influence effect. Propensity to purchase an AFV increases with evidence that others have adopted. To capture these effects in the model we introduce a linear function by which risk premium declines as market share grows. This approach assumes that the experiences of AFV adopters are 'communicated' through social influence processes to non-adopters whose perceived uncertainties towards AFVs are therefore reduced. Market share is thus a simple proxy for social influence effect. The strength of this relationship is derived from a metaanalysis. Of 43 studies identified through systematic literature review as measuring social influence effects on vehicle choice (conventional vehicles as well as AFVs), 29 studies were initially considered suitable for meta-analysis as they reported quantitative measures of social influence. However, six studies were excluded because they did not report specific effect sizes for social influence. A further two studies were excluded because they report outcome statistics that are not comparable to other studies (e.g., paired t-tests, rankings). Meta-analysis involves the identification of a comparable metric for each study, and the weighting of relative effect size according to sample size. The comparable metric we identify between studies is the correlation coefficient (r) since all studies report either betas, log odds (probits), or chi-square statistics.
Figure 2 displays a forest plot with effect sizes for each study, the overall average effect size (0.241) and accompanying statistics from a random effects meta-analysis model. All individual effect sizes are positive and all but two are significant at |p|<0. 05. Our meta-analysis of the 21 studies revealed an average effect size measured by the correlation coefficient 'r' of 0. 241 (95% CI [0. 157, 0. 322], Z= 5. 505, |p|< 0. 000). This is shown by the vertical line in Figure 2 and is considered to be a small to medium effect in meta-analysis (Cohen, 1992) . For every one standard deviation increase in social influence the propensity of vehicle adoption increases by 0.241 standard deviations (see Supplementary Information A for additional information and Pettifor et al. (2017)for a full description of the meta-analysis). This effect of social influence on vehicle choices is small to moderate but significant. Importantly, it provides a robust and transparent empirical basis for the risk premium decline functions. These are specific to vehicle types aggregated into conventional vehicles (CV), electric vehicles (BEV and PHEV), and all other AFV types (Table 1 , and Supplementary Information F). Taking BEVs as an example, an increasing market share for BEVs reduces the perceived risks with BEVs, but not other vehicle types; conversely, increasing adoption experience with other AFVs does not reduce the risk premiums for BEVs.
4. Cultural Variation. Social influence effects are not globally homogeneous. The meta-analysis returned a significant average effect size of beta = 0. 241 (95% CI [0. 157, 0. 322], Z= 5. 505, |p|< 0. 000). This average effect size was based on all studies and countries. However, further testing found that the average effect size was moderated by a country's cultural values, measured by a widely-used scale from 'pragmatic' to 'normative' (Minkov and Hofstede, 2012) . This differentiation between countries in size of social influence effect was achieved through plotting the linear association between scores on the pragmatic versus normative scale and predicted social influence effect for the 11 countries sampled in the meta-analysis. The resultant linear equation y = -0. 428x + 0. 4497 (where y=social influence effect size and x=score on pragmatic versus normative scale (R 2 = 0. 82)) was used to make further out of sample predictions to regionalise the social influence effect. Specifically, the strength of social influence varies with countries' position on the pragmatic/normative scale which measures cultural adaptation to different types of external influence (Hofstede, 2001) . We use this relationship to introduce regionalised social influence effects (see Supplementary Information C). As examples, the USA is a more normative culture and more receptive to social influence effects (effect size increased from 0.241 to 0.368). Conversely, China is a more pragmatic culture with weaker social influences (effect size reduced from 0.241 to 0.108). 
Implementation of model formulation in global IAMs
To implement this formulation we express social influence in terms of changes in vehicle market share (∆ MK) measured in standard deviation increments ( ̅ ). The effect of social influence on the increasing adoption propensity for AFVs is then expressed in terms of changes in risk premium (∆ RP) which is formally measured in standard deviation increments ( ̅ ). In other words, our model formulation assumes that social influence increases the adoption propensity of later adopters by reducing their risk aversion.
Our model formulation is versatile and can be adapted for global IAMs with different designs and solution algorithms. We demonstrate this by developing an endogenous formulation in which the social influence relationship is incorporated within the existing IAM structure. In this more direct interpretation of Rogers (2003) we simulate the interdependency between groups such that an increase in market share in the EA group endogenously results in a decline in risk premium in the EM, LM and LG groups.
We also develop an exogenous formulation in which the social influence relationship is calculated externally so that declining risk premiums are fed into the model as input assumptions. This exogenous formulation is necessary for inter-temporal optimisation IAMs which assume perfect foresight (e.g., vehicle choices are based on perfect information about all future technology and fuel costs). Because these models would 'see' all future benefits (or costs) of social influence on AFV purchases, they might select a costly early adoption of a new vehicle because of its long-term benefits in reducing costs for late adopters. This would be inconsistent with our efforts to improve the models' behavioural realism. The exogenous formulation therefore provides a workaround by iterating between a base model run without social influence effect (providing changes in market share) and the risk premium decline functions which feed social influence effects back into the model. Although this approach does not establish a true endogenous link between adopter types we include it to demonstrate not only the versatility of the approach by using a work-around solution but also to test whether this work-around solution produces markedly different results.
Model formulations are developed in IMAGE and MESSAGE. IMAGE is a global recursive-dynamic simulation model of interactions between natural and human systems. The system state in every future year running up to 2100 depends entirely on the previous year system state, based on a single set of deterministic algorithms (Stehfest et al., 2014) . IMAGE includes a process model to describe the energy system, in which transport is an important energy consuming sector. Passenger and freight transport demand per mode type are modelled based on travel cost and mode speeds which are related to income and travel time. In each transport mode as is also the case for the light duty vehicle mode, a variety of vehicle types are represented, and vehicle shares are distributed through a multinomial logit equation (Girod et al., 2013) .
MESSAGE is an inter-temporal optimization model combining a global (multi-region, multi sector) systems engineering model with an aggregated macro-economic model and a simple climate model, all within a consistent, inter-linked framework (McCollum et al., 2016) . The version of the model we use here is MESSAGE-Transport, which contains a detailed transport module representing the light duty vehicle fleet and each of the other transport modes (McCollum et al., 2016) .
IMAGE and MESSAGE both distinguish over 10 vehicle types which are available at varying cost levels and with varying performance characteristics (both of which can be improved through learning effects). In our model formulations, these vehicle fleet characteristics are common to all consumer groups. However, we also introduce varying 'intangible' cost terms as a measure of risk aversion and nonfinancial preferences. (An alternative approach is to use variable discount rates as a proxy for perceived risks or income constraints; we do not do this here).
Endogenous formulation (IMAGE)
For simulation-type models like IMAGE, change in risk premium (∆ RP) can be modelled as a direct function of changing market share (∆ MK). Adopters become less risk averse as evidence increases that others have adopted a new vehicle type. To divide market share growth into standard deviations ( ̅ ) we use (Rogers, 2003) adoption propensity curve assuming a normal distribution (Figure 4 ). This results in estimates of 2.5% market share = 2 ̅ , 16% market share = 3 ̅ , 50% market share = 4 ̅ and so on (see Figure 3 ). These % values do not scale linearly reflecting varying adoption propensities between adopter groups, consistent with (Rogers, 2003) . Risk premium decline is then calculated in accordance with the basic meta-analytic result: for every one standard deviation increase in market share there is an equivalent 0.241 standard deviation decrease in risk premium (+1 ̅ = 0. 241 * ̅ ). We take ̅ from the synthesis of discrete choice studies (Supplementary Information B) . The model interpolates between 0, 2.5%, 16%, 50%, 84% and 100% market share, calculating the appropriate decline rate in risk premium relative to market share. This produces a stepwise linear decline function which over time resembles the 'S' shaped adopter curve (see Supplementary Information D).
Exogenous formulation (MESSAGE)
For optimisation-type models like MESSAGE, the relationship between changing risk premium (∆ RP) and changing market share (∆ MK) is implemented outside the model in an iteration between model runs with and without social influence effects. In this manner we are able to capture the basic relationship between time and market share, and use the risk premium decline function to calculate exogenously the risk premiums at each time step. This is done in accordance with the meta-analytic result (+1 ̅ = 0. 241 * ̅ ) and results in hardcoded risk premiums which can be fed back into the model as additional cost terms (see Supplementary Information E).
Social influence scenarios
Four scenarios are run to fully explore the consequences of adding social influence effects on vehicle choice into the global IAMs. All four scenarios are run using both endogenous and exogenous model formulations in IMAGE and MESSAGE respectively. The four scenarios are summarised in Table 3 . All four scenarios include climate policy in the form of economy-wide carbon pricing (see next section). The NoSI scenario establishes model dynamics without social influence. Non-financial preferences related to consumer behaviour are captured by the initial risk premium values; however, these values do not decline over time nor as a function of market share. The NoSI scenario thus establishes a counterfactual reference point as in the real world consumers' risk aversion is shaped by market activity.
The GlobalSI scenario incorporates a global average social influence effect to assess the impact of social influence relative to the NoSI scenario. The RegionalSI scenario examines the impact of cultural variation in social influence by replacing the global average social influence effect with a regionalised social influence effect.
The StrongSI scenario incorporates strong social influence based on the upper bound of the observed range of effect sizes within the meta-analysis. This is included as a sensitivity scenario to examine the global impact of increased social influence effect size.
Cost determinants of AFV deployment and the role of climate policy
In a global IAM -as in the real world -social influence has a secondary effect on vehicle choices. In other words, the risk premiums we introduce act as an additional influence on vehicle choices which are still predominantly characterised by financial attributes including upfront costs and fuel costs. The relative attractiveness of different vehicles on these cost attributes is determined endogenously by model processes. Upfront costs of specific vehicle types may change (e.g., through learning as a function of experience); fuel costs may change (e.g., through resource scarcity and trade, or through climate policy). For AFVs to become competitive, their levelised cost, taking both upfront costs and discounted fuel costs into account, needs to come down towards that of CVs. Stringent climate policy puts upwards pressure on the fuel costs of CVs, and so helps AFV competitiveness. This is general to all adopter groups. As AFVs approach CVs in levelised cost terms, the secondary effect of social influence may then potentially play a more defining role. This should be more marked initially in early adopters, and then on through the later adopting groups as their risk aversion declines.
We can already observe early adoption of AFVs in lead markets like Norway and California, thanks to dedicated AFV-supporting policies (Lipsey et al., 2005; Nilsson and Nykvist, 2016) . However, global IAMs do not project significant market share growth of AFVs in the near-to-medium term as they are not sufficiently competitive with CVs. Global IAMs solve for cost-optimal mitigation pathways, and there tend to be lower cost emission reduction opportunities in the electricity and buildings sectors (Clarke et al., 2014) .
We are interested in both near-to-medium term social influence processes which are already observable in the market for AFVs and interactions between social influence and climate policy in potentially accelerating low-carbon vehicle transitions. Consequently, all our social influence scenarios are set in the context of climate change mitigation and assume stringent climate policy to provide a strong price incentive to decarbonize the transport sector. Specifically, all our scenarios include a global carbon price from 2020 at a value of 110$/tCO 2 in US$2010 kept constant throughout the century (Table 3 ). This provides a single indicator of mitigation effort which is comparable across scenarios and models. It should not be interpreted as implying that economy wide carbon pricing is the only instrument used to induce low carbon transformation particularly in the vehicle sector. We return to this point in the final discussion.
Vehicle types
Both IMAGE and MESSAGE resolve over ten different types of vehicle (Supplementary Information H). To provide clear and interpretable insights, we show more aggregated results using four vehicle types: conventional vehicles (CV), battery electric vehicles (BEV), plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) and other alternative fuel vehicles (other AFV). The relative attractiveness of each will be determined by endogenous model processes. However, as a generalisation based on their relative upfront costs, there tends to be a preference order from CVs to other AFVs (hybrids) to PHEV then BEVs, and then potentially to other AFVs (biofuels, hydrogen). However, the specific sequence with which different types of AFV substitute for CVs in the market will vary as a function of scenario and modelling assumptions.
Results for endogenous model formulation (in IMAGE)
We introduce four improvements to the IMAGE model: (i) consumer heterogeneity; (ii) interdependent adopter groups; (iii) social influence effects; and (iv) cultural variation between regions. In presenting results we focus on evaluating the impact of these model improvements on our understanding of low-carbon vehicle transitions. In each case we summarise the main insights in bold, and then provide interpretive detail. In all results we show deployment rates expressed as % shares of total passenger vehicle-kilometres.
Impact of consumer heterogeneity
Consumer heterogeneity: Four adopter groups have distinctive initial risk premium values which decline over the period to 2100. Initial risk premiums and the speed of their decline towards zero show the extent to which each adopter group is attracted towards AFVs as novel vehicle technologies. Figure 5 shows the risk premium decline (left panel) and subsequent market share deployment (right panel) for BEVs in the USA as an example. For the EA group, the negative initial risk premium implies an attraction to novelty which declines as the market share of BEVs increases and their distinctiveness fades. In the EM, LM and LG groups, high positive initial risk premiums represent aversion to BEVs. The LG group is particularly averse with risk aversion adding well over $10,000 of implicit cost to the upfront costs of a BEV. These risk premiums result in differentiated adoption rates of BEVs (and similarly for other types of AFV). BEV deployment begins by around 2075 (right panel) within the EA and EM groups only reflecting their reduced risk premiums towards zero. By 2100 37% of light duty vehicles are BEVs. To determine the extent to which social influence accelerates the transition to AFVs, we compare the counterfactual NoSI scenario, which has static risk premiums and no social influence, with the GlobalSI scenario, which has declining risk premiums as a result of social influence between heterogeneous and interdependent adopter groups. We present global results as the GlobalSI scenario uses global average social influence effects. 
Social influence effects:
The global diffusion of alternative fuel vehicles is accelerated by social influence as early adopters reduce perceived risks among mass market adopters. Social influence effects result in risk premiums declining more quickly in the LM group who respond to market share growth in earlier adopting EA and EM groups. Consequently BEVs deploy to a greater extent in later adopting groups (Figure 6 right panel) . Table 4 shows a breakdown of vehicle deployment in 2050 and 2100 contrasting the NoSI and GlobalSI scenarios. Adding social influence effects stimulates deployment of AFVs overall. By 2100 52% of all passenger vehicle-kilometres (vkm) are travelled in AFVs, compared to 22% in the NoSI scenario (Table 4) . In the RegionalSI scenario we vary the size of the social influence effect to represent cultural differences between regions. To illustrate differences between the GlobalSI scenario and the RegionalSI scenario we contrast the USA as an example of a normative culture (strong social influence effect) with China as an example of a pragmatic culture (weak social influence effect).
Cultural variation: Regions with 'normative' cultures and receptiveness to social influence effects make a fuller transition to AFVs as risk aversion declines more rapidly following early adoption.
Using BEVs as an example, Figure 7 (left panel) shows how a stronger social influence effect in the USA in the RegionalSI scenario results in risk premiums in all adopter groups moving towards zero more rapidly compared to the GlobalSI scenario. This reflects the stronger interdependencies between adopter groups, and the influence of early adopters. Figure 7 (right panel) shows the consequence on vehicle deployment in 2100. With more full deployment of BEVs across the EM and LM groups, BEVs lose their market distinctiveness as a result. This results in the EA group moving more strongly from PHEVs and BEVs onto other AFVs with greater novelty (including biofuels). An aggregate consequence is greater overall heterogeneity in vehicle choices between the adopter groups. Cultural variation: Differentiated social influence effects change the rate and extent of AFV transition between regions but the aggregate global effect depends on other model processes. Not all differences between the USA and China in the RegionalSI scenario are attributable to regionalised social influence effects. It is important to reemphasise that other model assumptions and endogenous processes affect regional variation, including the extent to which changes in vehicle capital costs and fuel prices are assumed to be globally homogeneous. Given this caveat, in the GlobalSI scenario with a global average social influence effect, all AFVs have a 49% market share in the USA compared to 48% in China. In the RegionalSI scenario with social influence effects adjusted to reflect varying receptiveness to social influence within these very different cultures, all AFVs' market share increase to 71% in the USA, but falls to 36% in China.
Results for exogenous formulation (MESSAGE)
We introduce three improvements to the MESSAGE model: (i) consumer heterogeneity; (ii) (ii) social influence effects; and (iii) cultural variation between regions. Unlike the endogenous formulation in the IMAGE model, the decline in risk premiums as a result of market experience is calculated externally, and fed back into the model. This model formulation effectively simulates social influence effects, but weakens the dynamic interdependence between adopter groups.
In presenting results we build on the insights on social influence and low-carbon vehicle transitions contributed by the IMAGE model analysis set out above. Rather than repeat key findings for the MESSAGE model, we identify any salient differences attributable either to the exogenous formulation of risk premium declines or to differences between MESSAGE and IMAGE. Consumer heterogeneity: In the exogenous formulation of social influence, risk premiums for each adopter group decline linearly to zero. Figure 9 shows the linear decline to zero of risk premiums for BEVs in each adopter group as a function of BEV deployment generated by a base model run without social influence. The basic relationship between adoption propensity and market experience is otherwise very similar to the endogenous formulation.
Interdependent adopter groups:
In the exogenous formulation of social influence, adopter groups do not respond directly to vehicle adoption in other groups. Although the exogenously specified risk premiums for each adopter group represents varying levels of risk aversion in the scenario storyline, risk premiums decline at similar rates determined by the global average social influence effect (GlobalSI scenario), this occurs independently of market share growth in other groups.
Despite this limitation as with the endogenous formulation we see similar patterns of AFV deployment across adopter groups. Taking BEVs as an example, Figure 10 (right panel) shows how BEVs are adopted in the EA and EM groups by 2050. As in the endogenous formulation, this is associated with increased deployment in the later adopting LM group by 2100. By comparison, the NoSI scenario sees more adoption of BEVs in the EA group as risk premiums are negative and constant over the whole time period (Figure 10 left panel) . Adding social influence effects to this counterfactual reduces BEV adoption as market deployment erodes the attractiveness of novelty to the EA group. Figure 10 shows results for the MESSAGE model equivalent to those shown in Figure 6 for the IMAGE model. There are some marked differences in the relative importance of different AFVs. By 2100 in the GlobalSI scenario, MESSAGE sees greater deployment of other AFVs (biofuel ICE, natural gas ICE and synfuel ICE hybrids) with BEVs dominating over PHEVs. Here BEVs are more attractive than PHEVs because they are much more efficient all the time, not just when operating in all-electric mode and they can be fully decarbonised which is important when there is a high carbon price. IMAGE on the other hand places much clearer emphasis on the transition to BEVs through PHEVs although with CVs still dominating in the LG adopter group by 2100. This lack of emphasis on AFVs within IMAGE reflects the treatment of fossil based electric hybrids which IMAGE treats as more efficient CVs with zero risk premiums. Differences between model results are also partly due to the stronger interdependence of adopter groups in the endogenous formulation in IMAGE which leads to greater heterogeneity in vehicle choices. These differences also suggest that the vehicle choice in IMAGE is more sensitive to the addition of social influence effects than MESSAGE. In other words, the relative attractiveness of different vehicle types is more strongly determined in MESSAGE by capital and fuel cost differences.
The main difference between the models is that BEVs are adopted much earlier in MESSAGE compared to IMAGE. However isolating singular causes for differences in the outcomes of systems models is problematic (Kriegler et al., 2015) and our aim in this study is to understand how modelled systems respond to social influence effects which as we have shown are very similar between IMAGE and MESSAGE despite the marked differences in model solution architectures (recursive dynamic, optimisation) and in social influence model formulations (endogenous, exogenous).
Discussion
Our approach to improving the behavioural realism of global IAMs has a clear conceptual basis and strong empirical foundations. We introduce heterogeneous adopter segments with varying risk aversion to new technologies based on Rogers [2003] seminal synthesis of 50 years of diffusion research. We then parameterise the decline in risk aversion as experience with a new technology grows and is communicated socially using the results of a meta-analysis of over 20 studies of vehicle choice. We then incorporate these three elements of heterogeneous agents, risk aversion, and social influence effects into a model formulation which can be adapted for different types of global IAM including recursive dynamic models (e.g., IMAGE) and cost-optimisation models (e.g., MESSAGE). The endogenous formulation in IMAGE maintains the interdependency between adopter groups, and so is faithful to the conceptualisation in Rogers (2003) . The exogenous formulation in MESSAGE is a work-around solution to the problem of endogenising adopter-interdependency in a perfect foresight model. Nevertheless, the basic modelled system response to social influence effects is still observed.
By modelling heterogeneous adopters, we find that early adopters play a critical role in seeding mass market adoption by reducing the perceived risks of a new vehicle type. By modelling social influence processes between interdependent adopters, we find that AFVs diffuse more rapidly but also more fully across different adopter types. By modelling cultural variation, we find significant differences in the deployment of AFVs between regions which are culturally divergent (such as USA and China). We therefore caution against overreliance on USA or OECD data as being representative for parameterisations in of all model regions.
In both models we see a slow transition to BEVs over the 100 year period which may be overtaken by real world changes already evident already in first-mover countries like Norway or Japan.
Transitions in other parts of the world (e.g., sub-Saharan Africa) aggregated up to the global scale will necessarily be slower. However, it is important that model assumptions and calibration are continually updated in line with new evidence.
Our work develops and implements a transparent formulation for modelling social influence in widely-used global systems models based on strong conceptual and empirical foundations. However there are some important limitations which need to be taken into account when interpreting our findings.
Firstly the social influence effect we used was captured from a methodologically diverse range of empirical studies, and so may not represent a 'pure' social influence effect. The social influence effect size was derived from studies covering many different populations, 11 different countries and many different contexts.
Secondly our model formulation opens up the possibility for testing the effect of policy instruments designed specifically to harness or leverage social influence processes. However we are constrained in our ability to model social-influence based sectoral policies by the necessarily simplified framework of global systems models (hence our use of a global carbon price as a measure of climate policy). Although we find some small increase in AFV deployment in our sensitivity run of strong global social influence effects, this work could be developed to test policies that target early adopters to seed market diffusion by harnessing social influence effects, or policies that 'normalise' and reduce perceived risks with new vehicle technologies. Such policies can be both financial (e.g., fuel taxes, early adopter subsidies) as well as non-financial (e.g., efficiency standards, refueling infrastructure investments, car clubs, social marketing campaigns).
Thirdly our estimates of global risk premium values rely on studies in a small sample of countries. Due to these data limitations, we were only able to identify differences in risk premiums between USA and Europe, and as a global average. It seems likely that there is much greater variation between model regions in terms of risk aversion, particularly between developed and developing economies. However in earlier work we found varying risk premium starting values had little influence on overall deployment between regions. As a related point, we also use single risk premium estimates for all AFV technologies. Again this was due to data limitations in the diversity of empirical studies available, and again we would expect to see greater variation in potential adopters' risk aversion depending on vehicle type. This is an important area for further research, particularly with the rapid currently-observed growth in EVs.
Fourthly we model transitions between currently-available AFV technologies. This can result in the odd dynamic of early adopters switching back to 'old' technologies like the ICE later in the 21 st century as they become less desirable to the mass market. In reality, new vehicle types are highly likely to emerge over the next 80 years (e.g., autonomous vehicles) offering early adopters' genuine rather than nostalgic novelty.
Finally we implement our model formulations in global models with necessarily stylised representations of complex real-world transition processes (Trutnevyte, 2016) . Although we improve the models' behavioural realism by incorporating heterogeneous adopter groups and social influence effects, the models still use cost-minimising decision functions, and in the case of MESSAGE, a system-wide social planner with perfect information who can find the least cost solution. Our results should not therefore be interpreted as being fully descriptively-realistic, but rather as cost-optimal solutions in a world populated by interdependent vehicle adopters with varying nonfinancial preferences. This is strongly supported both by theory (Rogers' diffusion of innovations) and by empirical evidence (the meta-analysis of social influence effects). In this respect, our work is consistent with Mundaca et al. (2010:332) who argues that improving the behavioural realism of global models is important, but only partially feasible, inherently selective, and needing empirical support.
Conclusion
The primary aim of this paper was to improve the behavioural realism of global IAMs, drawing on robust empirical evidence and a strong conceptual framework. This approach is entirely transparent in its parameterisations which are based on empirical studies. We demonstrate how to introduce social influences on consumer preferences for new vehicles. We developed and implemented a novel model formulation that is versatile for both myopic and perfect foresight IAMs. Our results show that both these formulations accurately represent the diffusion process according to Rogers (2003) , although the endogenous formulation is a more direct implementation of theory.
We add intangible costs in the form of risk premiums with initial values that vary for each adopter group. These represent initial aversion (in the case of the EM, LM or LG groups) or attraction (in the case of the EA group) towards alternative fuel vehicles. These risk premiums decline as market share increases at a rate which is influenced by the social influence effect size. We see increased deployment of AFVs when we add social influence effects and when we increase the size of these to simulate sectoral policies targeting early adopters. We also adjust the social influence effect size to represent cultural variation in a country's receptiveness to social influence. We see levels of AFV deployment change accordingly with more deployment in normative cultures such as the USA, and less deployment in pragmatic cultures such as China. The decline function for social influence effect size (+1 ̅ = 0. 241 * ̅ ) is derived from this meta-analysis of studies examining effect of social influences on vehicle choice.
To derive an effect size for the effect of social influence on vehicle choice we conducted a systematic literature review using a comprehensive set of defined keywords to identify studies that empirically examined this relationship. We identified a total of 43 studies from 16 different countries spanning the period 1967 to 2014. We reviewed the conceptual framework, methodology and results of each study. We identified three types of social influence that were distinguished empirically: (1) interpersonal communication (2) neighbourhood effect (3) social norms. Interpersonal communication emphasises the importance of social networks through which information about a new vehicle is exchanged, and potential adopters search for advice and learned experience from trusted others (Axsen et al., 2013; Baltas and Saridakis, 2013; Gaker et al., 2010) . Neighbourhood effect emphasises the importance of information gained by observing new vehicles being used by others in close proximity (Adjemian et al., 2010; Grinblatt et al., 2008) . Social norms emphasise the importance of the perceived commonness of a new vehicle, as well as any approval (or disapproval) associated with its use: people are concerned with what others think (McShane et al., 2012; Peres et al., 2010) . Of the 43 studies identified through systematic literature review as measuring social influence effects on vehicle choice (conventional vehicles as well as AFVs), 29 studies were initially considered suitable for meta-analysis as they reported quantitative measures of social influence. However, six studies were excluded because they did not report specific effect sizes for social influence. For example, various studies using discrete choice experiments and agent-based model simulations report post-estimation statistics such as willingness to pay (WTP) but these are not convertible to a comparable metric. A further two studies were excluded because they report outcome statistics that are not comparable to other studies (e.g., paired t-tests, rankings). A total of 21 studies were included in the meta-analysis and are summarised in Table 5 . Studies were included regardless of whether social influence was found to be significant; non-significant results were found in two studies. Meta-analysis involves the identification of a comparable metric for each study, and the weighting of relative effect size according to sample size. The comparable metric we identify between studies is the correlation coefficient (r) since all studies report either betas, log odds (probits), or chi-square statistics. These are easily converted into a common metric: Fisher's Zr (Borenstein et al., 2009) . For studies reporting only standardised beta coefficients (β), these are used as a substitute for correlation coefficients (r). We assume that all regression coefficients reported are standardised, even if this is not made clear in the study. Use of standardised regression coefficients as a metric of effect size is common within the social sciences (Borenstein et al., 2009; Rosenthal and DiMatteo, 2001 ). Peterson and Brown (2005) show 'β' and 'r' are highly correlated. Effect sizes for each study are therefore calculated using either betas and sample size, or odds ratios and standard errors, depending on which are reported (Peterson and Brown, 2005) .
Figure 11 displays a forest plot with effect sizes for each study, the overall average effect size (0.241) and accompanying statistics from a random effects meta-analysis model. All individual effect sizes are positive and all but two are significant at |p|<0. 05. Our meta-analysis of the 21 studies revealed an average effect size measured by the correlation coefficient 'r' of 0. 241 (95% CI [0. 157, 0. 322], Z= 5. 505, |p|< 0. 000). This is shown by the vertical line in Figure 11 and is considered to be a small to medium effect in meta-analysis (Cohen, 1992) .
The measurement of social influences is subject to the endogeneity problem discussed by Manski (1993) whereby social influence effects are difficult to identify, particularly when modelling the behaviour of similar individuals (such as in the case of neighbourhood effects). This endogeneity exists because we cannot be certain whether the effects observed occur because A influences B, or because A and B are similar types. The social influence effect size derived from the meta-analysis was based on many different study designs. Some effect sizes were based on surveys which directly recorded individuals own opinions as to whom influences their purchase decisions, modelled then as part of a regression, controlling for demographic similarities between respondents e.g., . Axsen and Kurani (2011) . Those studies which compared the vehicle choices of people living in similar post code areas (neighbourhood effect studies) also controlled for this endogeneity using for example spatial lags or instrumental variables e.g., . Goetzke and Weinberger (2012) and Grinblatt et al. (2008) .
A total of 8 WTP ratios were excluded as extreme outliers (>US$ 2010 20,000) leaving a total sample size of 26. This final sample follows a normal distribution, confirmed by a Shapiro Wilk W test for normality (W= 0.89670 | p>z 0.01322).
Although within this smaller sample it was not possible to reliably distinguish between alternative fuel technologies, some regional variation is possible. To ensure robust measurement we group WTP ratios to represent three main regions (1) Global (n=26), (2) USA/Canada (n=14) and (3) Europe (n=9).
In line with Rogers (2003) we identify initial risk premium values for all five adopter categories within each region by calculating from each distribution of WTP ratios point estimates for the mean WTP ( ̅ ) and standard deviation WTP ( ̅ ). Using Rogers (2003) Note: the following formulae apply in the calculation of midpoint estimates for consumer segments: innovators (I)= ̅ − 3 * , early adopters (EA)= ̅ − 1. 5 * , early majority (EM)= ̅ − 0. 5 * , late majority (LM)= ̅ + 0. 5 * (L)= ̅ + 2. 5 *
In terms of regional variation consumers in USA/Canada are on average least risk averse with a mean WTP for AFV of US$3483 (Table 10 ). In all three regions IN and EA are receptive to risk (represented by a negative risk premium). It should be noted that a positive WTP indicates a negative risk premium, i. e., risk averse; conversely, a negative WTP is a positive risk premium, i. e. , receptiveness to risk. By design, LM and LG have a higher risk premium so more strongly negative WTP than EM, and the same for EM compared to EA.
In our model formulation we use only four adopters groups. A single risk premium value for IN&EA is calculated by extrapolating from a linear decline for these two groups individually over 3 standard deviations to zero. To calculate a single initial risk premium value we plot a linear decline for both groups.
Supplementary information C -Calculation of regional variation in social influence effect sizes
We illustrate the calculation of country specific effect sizes for social influence using the linear regression equation y = -0. 428x + 0. 4497 (where y=social influence effect size and x=score on pragmatic versus normative scale (R 2 = 0. 82)). This equation was derived from a meta-regression model which tested the moderating effects of national culture on social influence measured in 11 different countries. For a full description of this please see Pettifor et al (2017) .
To distinguish between countries we use one of (Hofstede, 2001 ) five cultural dimensions. These dimensions consist of are 'power distance' (the degree to which inequalities are broadly acceptable), 'individuality/collectivism' (the extent to which people seek distinctive individual identity compared to belonging to groups), 'uncertainty avoidance' (the extent to which people feel threatened by unknown situations), 'masculinity/femininity' (masculine cultures are strongly goal orientated compared to feminine cultures which prioritise quality of life) and 'pragmatic/normative' (extent to which people are willing to adapt to changing social conditions compared to maintaining current traditions and holding onto the status quo).
The meta-analysis returned a significant average effect size of beta = 0. 241 (95% CI [0. 157, 0. 322], Z= 5. 505, |p|< 0. 000). This average effect size was based on all studies and countries. However, further testing found that the average effect size was moderated by a country's cultural values, measured by a widely-used scale from 'pragmatic' to 'normative' (Minkov and Hofstede, 2012) . This scale quantifies differences between countries' receptiveness to social influence, using data from the World Values Survey. Social influences are stronger for countries at the normative end of the scale (towards zero). In these countries dominant culture is concerned with reinforcing current ways of doing things, established traditions and routines. People prioritise learning from each other as opposed to changing in accordance with new social contexts. Scores on this scale were therefore used to predict social influence effect sizes and confidence intervals for the 11 countries that were sampled within the meta-analysis (Figure 12 ). For countries not included in the meta-analysis, their score on this scale (available for over 80 different countries within the 26 IMAGE regions) is used to estimate social influence effect size at country level. This is achieved through plotting the linear association between scores on the pragmatic versus normative scale and predicted social influence effect for the 11 countries sampled in the meta-analysis and using the resultant linear equation to make further out of sample predictions ( Figure 13 ). Countries are then aggregated into model regions again by weighting the social influence effect size according to GDP. If scores on the pragmatic-normative scale are not available for certain countries, social influence effect sizes are calculated from the linear association between country GDP and social influence effect size, taking values from a minimum number of 10% of countries within a particular region (Table 9 ). GDP was selected as the most appropriate mechanism through which to weight countries because the pragmatic -v-normative scale also differentiates between long term and short term investment cultures. For example highly pragmatic cultures have a longer term orientation towards growth and investment. The weighting according to GDP has a modest effect, countries in a particular geographical region have similar scores on the pragmatic -v-normative scale. This results in the following values for social influence effect size within each region (Table 10) 
Supplementary information D -Calculation of decline function for endogenous model formulation and input equations
We describe the endogenous risk premium decline function used for the IMAGE model. In summary we apply the regression equation from the meta-analysis (+1 ̅ = 0. 241 * ̅ ) to derive the rate at which risk premium declines as a result of market share growth. Because this is an endogenous relationship (and we cannot hardcode a decline as in the case of the exogenous formulation) we derive a stepwise linear function which adjusts the linear regression equation to reflect five 'steps' of market share growth -0 to 2.5%, 2.5% to 16%, 60% to 50%, 50% to 84% and 84% to 100% (these correspond to adopter types from Rogers diffusion of innovations). For example for market share growth between 2.5% and just below 16% the equation is +3 ̅ = 3 * 0. 241 * ̅ . In our endogenous model formulation market share growth is divided into standard deviations using the normal distribution curve. This standardises the axis for market share growth in terms of numbers of standard deviations such that 2. 5%MK = 2 ̅ , 16%MK = 3 ̅ , 50%MK= 4 ̅ , 84%MK= 5 ̅ and 100%MK= 6 ̅ .
We use this to calculate a decline function between these values of market share which is conditional on ̅ ie. , 
Supplementary Information E -Calculation of decline function for exogenous model formulation
The decline in risk premium is conceptualised as being the result of social influence effects, i.e., early adoption reduces the perceived risk of AFVs among later adopting market segments. Although social influence effects are not modelled directly in MESSAGE the number of AFVs are endogenously generated by MESSAGE and expressed as absolute numbers (millions of vehicles) or market share (% of all vehicles). Using increasing market share as a proxy for social influence effects creates an endogeneity problem as market share is both a model output and a basis for the social influence input. A work around is to use a base model run (without social influence effect) to estimate changing market share over time, and then use this time series to exogenously estimate changing risk premium over time. Taking this approach enables market share to be directly converted into a distribution over time. Market share is taken directly from MESSAGE base model output (Table 12) . Output is from a stringent climate mitigation scenario (reaching ~500 ppm CO2-eq in 2100) constrained by a global CO2-eq budget and with optimal assumptions that mitigation takes place where and when it is most cost-effective (including across sectors and regions). The scenario includes risk premiums (intangible costs) for three consumer segments (adopter types) but no social influence effects, i.e., risk premiums remain constant through time at their initial values (EA: -2433 $/veh; EM: 725 $/veh; LM: 3827 $/veh). Note that the 'NAM' (North America) region in MESSAGE is reflective of the USA. To derive an input/independent 'X' variable which is consistent with the approach taken in the metaanalysis, mean and standard deviations are required from these distributions. Mean market share is a straight forward calculation using the mid-point of the diffusion curve, i. e. , when the 50% percentile has adopted (assuming a logistic curve function). The distribution of market share for which a standard deviation can be estimated is then conceptualised as the first derivative of the diffusion curve analogous to Rogers' adoption propensity curve. In other words, cumulative adoption over time through Rogers' five adopter categories gives rise to the observed diffusion curve showing the increasing market share of AFVs. Using a simplifying assumption that the Rogers' curve is truncated +/-4 standard deviations from the mean (similar to the approach taken earlier for estimating WTPs) we can infer that innovators (I) adopt between -4 and -2 standard deviations below the mean, EA adopt between -2 and -1 standard deviations, EM adopt between -1 and 0 standard deviations, and so on. The diffusion curve expressed as changing market share over time can be used to estimate the value of a standard deviation in terms of numbers of years. Where diffusion to the mean occurs over a longer duration, there is a subsequently higher standard deviation, and vice versa. 
Supplementary information F -Technology groupings within models
Supplementary information G -Results of sensitivity run StrongSI scenario
In the StrongSI scenario we test the effect on global vehicle deployment of increasing the social influence effect size from 0.241 (the global average) to 0.322 (the upper 95% confidence interval) based on our meta-analysis (Supplementary Information A).
Our earlier analysis showed that stronger social influence effects speeds up risk premium decline in all adopter groups and strengthens interdependencies between earlier and later adopters. This results in greater overall differentiation between adopter groups, and a fuller transition to BEVs among later adopters. This basic pattern also occurs in the StrongSI scenario, but across all model regions. Table 17 shows a breakdown of vehicle deployment in 2050 and 2100 contrasting the GlobalSI and StrongSI scenarios. Increasing the strength of the social influence effect slightly stimulates deployment of AFVs overall. By 2100 61% of all passenger vehicle-kilometres (vkm) are travelled in AFVs, compared to 52% in the GlobalSI scenario (Table 17) . Within this slightly fuller transition to all types of AFV, social influence effects also result in slightly more differentiation with a higher share of PHEVs and BEVs in 2100 (52% compared to 43% in GlobalSI). These overall effects are small and it is likely that our use of the upper bound of social influence effects from meta-analysis of empirical studies is conservative, as these empirical studies included few contexts in which AFVs were being strongly promoted.
